PRODUCT MANUAL FOR EASYBOOTTM, EASYBOOT EPICTM,
EASYBOOT BARETM & EASYBOOT GRIP

The Ultimate Product Test
18,000 miles in 5½ years

Easyboots were used to complete the longest horseback journey in history18,000 miles in ﬁve and a half years through fourteen countries. The journey
began at Ushuaia, Tierra del Fuego, Argentina on the Beagle Channel on
February 18, 1988 and ended in the Arctic Ocean at Prudhoe Bay, Alaska, USA on
September 2, 1993.
“When Vladimir and I set out to ride horseback from Tierra del Fuego in
Argentina to the North Slope of Alaska, we were confronted with the problem
of caring for our horses’ hooves over 18,000 miles of rough and varied terrain.
Neither of us had experience shoeing horses and we had no idea how difﬁcult
it would be to ﬁnd farriers en route. Fortunately a veterinarian well acquainted
with endurance riding (Matthew Mackay-Smith, DVM) steered us to Easyboots.
“At the outset, Vladimir and I had practically every misadventure a rider
could hope for, but we didn’t give a second thought to our horses’ hooves.
As we anticipated, our trail led us over the worst that nature can offer and
our Easyboots weathered it all. Occasionally, because we were traveling in
such remote areas, it was hard to receive shipments of new Easyboots and
necessity made competent farriers out of Vladimir and I. Still, the Panamanian
sun can sap the enjoyment out of most activities, particularly pulling old shoes
and putting on new ones. We always breathed a sigh of relief when our next
shipment of Easyboots reached us. And beyond the convenience, with the boots
on, our horses never got sore feet on coarse gravel and they never slipped on
pavement. Riding as much as we did, these were important considerations.
“On September 2nd of 1993 Vladimir and I arrived at Prudhoe Bay in Alaska
along with our horses, Sufridor, Fichu, and Nori. We had crossed fourteen
different countries in North and South America. As expected, we suffered
countless delays and mishaps. What no one will hear much about is our horses’
hooves. Thanks to Easyboots, there’s not much to tell.”
Louis Bruhnke
Ride Across Americas
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Neel Glass shows off an original Easyboot

A Revolution in Hoofcare
What began in 1970 with the invention of the ﬁrst
Easyboot by Dr. Neel Glass to help a beloved family
horse suffering from navicular disease, has since
evolved into an entire line of hoof boots that provide
an excellent alternative to iron shoes. This is due
in part to the dedication, desire and diligence on
the part of an incredible team of people. We’re a
company that cares deeply about horses and we will
continue to develop products that provide comfort,
support and performance for our equine partners.
We are more committed than ever to continue to
create innovative hoof boot designs with features
and options that will allow horse owners to provide
a natural hoof care solution for their horses.
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What’s New?
EASYBOOT
The Easyboot is ﬁtted with an improved cast buckle system.
EASYBOOT EPIC
The Easyboot Epic is now ﬁtted with the low proﬁle Comfort Strap. In
addition, the Easyboot Epic is ﬁtted with an improved cast buckle system
and an improved gaiter.
EASYBOOT BARE
The Easyboot Bare is now ﬁtted with the low proﬁle Comfort Strap. The
“Bare” is now manufactured with a thicker bungee and improved bungee
rivets, and has the new improved gaiter as well.
EASYBOOT GRIP
The Easyboot Grip is designed to increase the traction of a horse in soft
muddy conditions, wet grass, snow or other soft surfaces requiring extra
traction. The Easyboot Grip is essentially the Easyboot Epic with an
aggressive sole and traction tread pattern. This boot is not recommended for
use on ice.
EASYBOOT CUSTOM
This exciting new hoof boot system allows anyone to custom design a
horse boot to ﬁt any speciﬁc need. Choose the fastening system, pick the
tread pattern, determine the back strap system and designate the size to
create the boot that’s right for your horse. The Easyboot Custom program
is available through the EasyCare website only. Log on to the EasyCare
website at www.easycareinc.com/custom.aspx to place your order now.
Expect three weeks for delivery from the date the order was placed. All
boots ordered under the Easyboot Custom program are covered by the
standard EasyCare Warranty. Please measure your horse well, Easyboot
Custom orders are not returnable or exchangeable.
EASYUP BUCKLE
The EasyUp buckle is the Easyboot buckle of the future. It fastens in the
“UP” position, offering many cable adjustments and stays secure after
fastening. Upgrade your boots to the EasyUp Buckle System. Either install
yourself, or ship your Easyboot or Epic back to us for installation.
COMFORT PAD SYSTEM
The Comfort Pad System comes with three different pad styles molded in
three different densities. The system allows for many padding combinations.
Comfort Pads Now available in 12mm and 6mm thicknesses.
www.easycareinc.com
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Questions & Answers

More questions? Check out our website at www.easycareinc.com
Q. DO YOU NEED HORSESHOES IN ADDITION TO EASYBOOTS?
A. No. Boots provide complete hoof protection and traction. They may also be
worn over regular shoes.
Q. WHAT IS THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE EASYBOOT
AND THE EASYBOOT EPIC?
A. The boots are the essentially the same, but the Epic is shipped with a factory
installed Easyboot Gaiter and a low proﬁle Comfort Strap.
Q. CAN AN EASYBOOT BE UPGRADED TO AN EASYBOOT EPIC?
A. Yes. All Easyboots manufactured after January 2005 can be upgraded to
the Easyboot Epic. Simply purchase and install the Easyboot Gaiter on any
Easyboot manufactured after January 2005.
Q. HOW CAN I DETERMINE IF MY EASYBOOT WAS MANUFACTURED
AFTER JANUARY 2005?
A. A quick and easy way to conﬁrm a 2005 or newer manufacture date is to look
for the Easyboot horse logo at the back of the boot. 2005 or newer Easyboots
also have a slotted front, vs a solid front on older models, and an older boot
will have raised nubs on the interior sole.
Q. BESIDES THE TREAD, WHAT OTHER DIFFERENCES ARE THERE
BETWEEN THE EPIC AND THE BARE?
A. The Easyboot Epic and the Easyboot Bare have different fastening systems.
The Epic has the standard buckle and cable system found on the Easyboot
-- the Bare has a new bungee system that holds ﬁrm, yet is responsive to the
movement of the hoof.
Q. CAN I LEAVE MY HORSE’S BOOTS ON ALL THE TIME?
A. No. Let the horse go barefoot as often as possible. Use boots only when the
horse needs foot protection or traction. Do not leave boots on any horse longer
than 24 hours at a time.
Q. ARE BOOTS GOOD FOR SNOW AND ICE?
A. Yes. Their polyurethane surface eliminates snow balling up on the bottom of
the hoof as it would on the sole of a horse wearing standard shoes. Easyboot
Grips are the best choice for snow. Optional titanium-coated studs are
available for gripping sheet ice.
Q. HOW CAN THE HOOF BE MEDICATED WITH THE EASYBOOT?
A. Put the desired medication in the boot and snap on. If the medicine is in liquid
form, put a piece of absorbent foam (such as the Easy Dirt Skirt) or cloth in the
bottom of the boot. We don’t recommend the Epic, Bare or Grip for use when
medicating a hoof because some substances may harm the material in the
boot’s gaiter system.
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Q. WILL SAND AND GRAVEL GET INTO THE BOOT?
A. Yes. A small amount of sand can get in, but
generally not enough to cause harm. Treat your
Easyboot as you would your own athletic shoe—
empty it out occasionally! The Easy Dirt Skirt is also
available to help keep debris out of the boot. (See
accessories.)

than one size from the “standard” shape (width
versus length) shown on the chart, the Easyboot/
Epic/Grip/Bare may not be the best choice for your
application. Be sure to check your measurements
against an alternative boot in the EasyCare
line—another style, such as the Boa or Old Mac’s
may accommodate your horse’s hoof shape better.

Q. DOES PUTTING BOOTS OVER IRON SHOES
INCREASE THE WEAR?
A. Yes. Although Easyboots can be worn over steel
shoes in a variety of situations, wear of the
Easyboot is increased when ﬁtted over shoes.
EasyCare will not warranty a boot if the shoe has
worn through the sole of the boot.

Q. ARE THESE BOOTS ECONOMICAL?
A. Yes. With boots, there is no need to shoe.
Thoroughly tested on cross country and endurance
rides, rough terrain and pavement, the Easyboot
was found to out-wear steel shoes at least 3 to 1,
with a range of over 500 miles. Horse owners have
reported over 1000 miles per boot.

Q. WILL EASYBOOTS GIVE GOOD TRACTION ON
PAVEMENT?
A. Yes. They provide sure footing for the horse and
safety for the rider. Pavement can be dangerous
for a shod horse. Boots help prevent slipping. They
make excellent parade footwear and reduce shock
on paved surfaces. We do not recommend the
Easyboot Grip for use on pavement or other hard
surfaces, however, as that will signiﬁcantly increase
the wear on the tread of the boots.

Q. WHICH BOOT IS RECOMMENDED FOR MUD
AND WET GRASS?
A. We recommend the Easyboot Grip. They give horses
better traction in muddy and wet conditions; protect
the sole from stone bruises and the hoof wall and
heel bulbs from abrasion. Optional titanium-coated
studs are available for additional grip.

Q. CAN BOOTS BE USED IN THE MOUNTAINS?
A. Yes. They give horses good traction in rocky terrain;
protect the sole from stone bruises and the hoof
wall and heel bulbs from abrasion.
Q. IS IT NECESSARY TO TRIM THE HORSE’S HOOF?
A. All horses need a proper hoof trimming program,
whether they are barefoot or shod. Consult your
hoof care professional for any trimming
questions or concerns.
Q. WITH SUCH A VARIETY IN THE SHAPE OF
HOOVES, HOW CAN A GOOD FIT BE ASSURED?
A. The single most important factor to success with
any boot is to ensure the correct size. Measure
the hoof, compare to the sizing chart and choose
the size based on the ranges provided. Once you
have selected the correct size for your horse, the ﬁt
can be tailored to accommodate most normal hoof
variations. If your horse’s hoof shape deviates more

Q. WHAT IS THE PROJECTED USEFUL LIFE OF
THESE BOOTS?
A. They are fully guaranteed for 90 days. Your
“mileage” will depend, of course, on a number of
factors. How often do you ride? Do you use the boot
on soft surfaces only? Hard surface riding, especially
while riding in the Grip, will signiﬁcantly reduce the
longevity of the boot. One horse’s boots may show
wear at the toe, while another’s may indicate wear
on the inside. Regardless of the way your horse
travels, they will out-perform a metal horseshoe, as
well as provide insurance against injury.
Q. WHERE CAN I FIND MORE INFORMATION ABOUT
BOOTING AND KEEPING MY HORSE BAREFOOT?

A. Visit our website. On it you will be able to view
ﬁtting videos, ﬁnd a natural hoof care practitioner
in your area, visit our blogs for helpful tips, read
articles on the natural hoof care movement and
more! Also, you can sign up for our free electronic
newsletter which is full of fun contests, success
stories and useful information for the barefoot
horse owner.

www.easycareinc.com
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Meet the Boots

EASYBOOT

EASYBOOT EPIC

In 1970 when Dr. Neel Glass, a nuclear physicist at the
Los Alamos Scientiﬁc Laboratories, found his horse
suffering from navicular disease, he began work on an
idea that would prove to be a revolution in hoof care for
horses. He developed the tough, durable polyurethane
Easyboot. The boot is now used for the correction
and treatment of founder, navicular, nail punctures,
abscesses, bruises, contracted heels and impact related
injuries. It provides excellent hoof protection for both
occasional and long distance riding and provides
traction on rocks, pavement, snow and ice. Most riders
use Easyboots as a shoeing alternative, protection over
shoes or as a spare tire when a horse loses a shoe.
The Easyboot has been the industry’s leading horse
boot for the last thirty years. During this time period,
Easyboots have been used to win endurance races,
complete mounted treks from 2,000–18,000 miles in
length, provide traction to mounted police units, treat
many hoof problems and ride a horse home after a lost
shoe. Although the Easyboot concept has continued
to improve each year, in 2005 we introduced several
enhancements which incorporate testing and feedback
from horsemen all over the world. Using Easyboots
is a natural way to provide hoof protection, traction,
cushioning and correction during riding and treatment
while allowing the horse to go barefoot at all other
times. They ﬁt snugly to the hoof, are lighter and last
many times longer than standard steel plates. Properly
ﬁtted, they stay on as well as nailed-on shoes with an
important advantage – if an Easyboot is pulled off, the
horse owner can put it right back on.
Sold individually.
#SB-EB

The Easyboot Epic is ideal for the barefoot horse,
aggressive conditions or for a horse who is difﬁcult to
keep booted. The attached Easyboot Gaiter provides
extra protection to the hoof as well as keeps excess dirt
and debris from getting into the boot. It also helps keep
the boot on during extreme conditions such as mud,
snow, and water crossings. This is an excellent boot for
long distance riding! The Easyboot Gaiter comes standard on the Easyboot Epic or can be purchased as an
accessory for 2005 or newer Easyboots. The Easyboot
Epic is now ﬁtted with the low proﬁle Comfort Strap. In
addition, the Easyboot Epic is ﬁtted with an improved
cast buckle system for 2007. The Easyboot Epic was
used by Karen Chaton and her horse, Granite Chief+/,
to log more than 2,000 American Endurance Ride
Conference miles in the 2005 ride season, winning the
AERC National Mileage Championship. Granite Chief+/
has now completed more than 3,000 AERC miles using
Easyboot Epics. This horse and rider team have not
only proven that booted horses can achieve greatness,
but that the Easyboot Epic can withstand the tests the
toughest riders can give them! The Easyboot Epic will
interest pleasure riders, barefoot advocates, and longdistance riders alike. This boot is an improved version
of the Easyboot with a gaiter attachment that helps the
boot stay on. All hard portions of the Epic ﬁt below the
hairline. This important design feature insures no chafing around the coronary band and completely eliminates
joint interference. This makes the Epic the perfect boot
for a variety of situations including endurance, multiday excursions, light trail and pleasure riding.
Sold individually.
#SB-EASYE

Where It All Began
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All About The Gaiter
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EASYBOOT BARE

Mimicking the Natural Hoof
The “Bare” has been a huge success. Although the Easyboot
Bare is a little harder to apply than the standard Easyboot
Epic™, the new Bare is a simple, close-ﬁtting boot that
constantly adjusts to the hoof. The boot is designed to stretch
and ﬂex, mimicking the movements of the natural bare
hoof. The Bare has been extensively tested at some of the
toughest endurance events in the world. The Bare has been
used in 100-mile and 250-mile endurance events in extreme
conditions on barefoot horses. Not only did the Bare stay in
place, but it didn’t rub, turn or twist. The results are even
more impressive, considering many of the test miles were
completed in deep, boot-sucking mud and snow.
We believe the Easyboot Bare is an exceptional hoof boot for
the following reasons:
1. It has a simple, form-ﬁtting design with few moving parts.
2. The boot stretches and ﬂexes to mimic the natural bare hoof.
3. After the bungee is adjusted, daily adjustments and
tinkering are not necessary.
4. All parts are replaceable by the consumer.
5. The sole is patterned after the barefoot horse. The sole
ﬂexes and gives very much like the bare hoof.
Sold individually.
#SB-EBG

EASYBOOT GRIP
Unrivaled Traction

The Easyboot Grip is essentially the Easyboot Epic with an
aggressive sole and traction tread pattern. The Easyboot
Grip is ideal for the barefoot horse ridden in soft muddy
conditions or wet grass and snow surfaces. The aggressive
traction pattern provides better grip on these surfaces but
should never be used on dry surfaces or hard surfaces. The
Grip should be used in soft soil conditions or soft wet grass
and snow surfaces only! Although the Easyboot Grip provides
increased traction in slippery conditions, riding horses in wet,
muddy and soft conditions is dangerous and should be done
at your own risk.
Sold individually.
#SB-EBG

www.easycareinc.com
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a. Easyboot Gaiter (2005 and newer) PATENT PENDING. The
Easyboot Gaiter has been designed to improve the performance
of the Easyboot on barefoot horses and in muddy terrain. The
Gaiter is also very helpful for keeping Easyboots on horses that
have a tendency to lose hoof boots. Available in Pony through 7.
Sold individually.

#SB-EASYGAIT

b. EasyFoam Kit. The EasyFoam consists of two liquid
components. When mixed and poured into an Easyboot before
ﬁtting, EasyFoam expands to make an exact ﬁtting ﬂexible liner.
EasyFoam seals out all dirt and debris, cushions and protects
the hoof, and acts as an adhesive. EasyFoam is recommended
for horses used in extreme conditions such as competitive long
distance events, deep mud or rocky terrain. For use in Easyboots
only. The EasyFoam Kit consists of two bottles.

#SB-EASYFOAM

c. Easy Dirt Skirt. Dirt Skirts can be cut to ﬁt any size Easyboot.
The pad of light, spongy 1” thick foam provides extra cushioning
and keeps dirt, rocks, and other debris out of your Easyboots.
Comes in a pack of eight.

#SB-DIRTSKRT

d. Boot Studs. These new boot studs are designed for durability
and ultimate traction. Great for riding on ice, mud or turf. The
stud tips are made with a hardened metal. Four studs per boot
are recommended, but more may be used. Available in set of
four. Studs come complete with installation instructions. Can
be used in all EasyCare riding boots (Easyboot, Easyboot Epic,
Easyboot Bare, Easyboot Grip, Boa Horse Boot, Old Mac’s
Original and Old Mac’s G2)

#SB-STUDS

e.Keeper Straps. Keepers are a two-piece set of 1” nylon
webbing; one double-ended loop is installed around the inside
heelstrap of the boot, with the other piece attaching around
the pastern with a hook and loop fastener. These can be useful
on trail rides or through water, particularly during initial ﬁtting
rides. We do not recommend the use of keeper straps on ﬂighty
or fast-going horses. Sold individually.

#SB-KEEPER

f. Replacement Cables & Buckles (2005 and newer). Hard
riding in rough terrain can sometimes result in frayed or broken
cables and damaged boot buckles. Fortunately, a broken cable
does not mean the end of the line for your Easyboot. Either
install yourself, or ship your Easyboot back to us for installation.
Please specify Easyboot size when ordering. Sold individually.

Cable/Buckle #SB-CABLE/05

g.Replacement Cables & Buckles (pre-2005). Same as “f”
above, but for original style Easyboots manufactured prior to
2005. Sold individually.

Cable/Buckle #SB-CABLE

h. EasyUp Buckle (2005 and newer). Hard riding in rough
terrain can sometimes result in frayed or broken cables and
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damaged boot buckles. The EasyUp buckle is the Easyboot
buckle of the future. Upgrade your boots to the EasyUp Buckle
System. Either install yourself, or ship your Easyboot back to
us for installation. Please specify Easyboot size when ordering.
Sold individually.
EasyUp Cable and Buckle #SB-CABLE/UP
i. Replacement Cable Only EasyUp Buckle. Replace broken
or worn out cables for the EasyUp Buckle. EasyUp Cable Only
Kit, sizes Pony through 7 (specify boot size, 2005 or newer only)

Cable Only #SB-CONLYUP

j. Replacement Cable Only. Replace broken or worn out cables.
For Easyboots, Epics and Grips manufactured after 2005.

Cable Only #SB-CONLY/05

k.Replacement Cable Only (pre-2005). Replace broken or worn
out cables. For Easyboots, manufactured before 2005.

Cable Only #SB-CONLY

l. Comfort Pads (6mm or 12mm). These EVA Foam pads give
horses with severe hoof conditions immediate relief. Specify
boot style and size. Sold per pair.

#SB-COMPAD (12mm)
#SB-COMPAD-TH (6mm)

m.Comfort Pad System Replacements. Replace worn out
pieces of your Comfort Pad System. Sold per pair.
Sole Pads:
SB-COMPADR-SPSS (Soft Density, Small)
SB-COMPADR-SPMS (Medium Density, Small)
SB-COMPADR-SPFS (Firm Density, Small)
SB-COMPADR-SPSL (Soft Density, Large)
SB-COMPADR-SPML (Medium Density, Large)
SB-COMPADR-SPFL (Firm Density, Large)
Frog Support Pads:
SB-COMPADR-FSSS (Soft Density, Small)
SB-COMPADR-FSMS (Medium Density, Small)
SB-COMPADR-FSFS (Firm Density, Small)
SB-COMPADR-FSSL (Soft Density, Large)
SB-COMPADR-FSML (Medium Density, Large)
SB-COMPADR-FSFL (Firm Density, Large)
Frog Pressure Pads:
SB-COMPADR-FPSS (Soft Density, Small)
SB-COMPADR-FPMS (Medium Density, Small)
SB-COMPADR-FPFS (Firm Density, Small)
SB-COMPADR-FPSL (Soft Density, Large)
SB-COMPADR-FPML (Medium Density, Large)
SB-COMPADR-FPFL (Firm Density, Large)

n.Replacement Heelstrap (2005 and newer). Unlike the

Easyboot whose durability improves as it cures with age, the
softer, more ﬂexible material used in the heelstraps can become
cracked and brittle over time. Replace an old, cracked or torn
inside heelstrap with a new, soft, pliable heelstrap anytime
(includes replacement side screws). No special tools (other than
a screwdriver) are required. Please specify Easyboot size when
ordering. Sold individually.

#SB-STRAP/05

www.easycareinc.com

o.Replacement Heelstrap (pre-2005). Replace an old, cracked or torn

inside heelstrap with a new, soft, pliable heelstrap anytime. No special tools
(other than a screwdriver) are required. Please specify Easyboot size when
ordering. For original Easyboots manufactured prior to 2005. Sold individually.

a.

Accessories

#SB-STRAP

p.Replacement Comfort Strap (2005 and newer). Replace an old,

cracked or torn inside comfort strap with a new, soft, pliable comfort strap
anytime (includes replacement side screws). New lower proﬁle comfort strap
now has a beveled edge that makes boot application easier. No special tools
(other than a screwdriver) are required. Can be purchased as an accessory for
the Easyboot Epic, Easyboot Bare, Easyboot Grip and Easyboot Custom. Please
specify Easyboot size when ordering. Sold individually.

#SB-COMSTRAP

q.Easyboot Taper (2005 and newer). The Easyboot Taper allows the back

of the Easyboot Epic, Easyboot Bare, Easyboot Grip and Easyboot Custom to go
strapless. It’s easy to install with a screwdriver and comes with screws, nuts
and washers. Tapers now have a beveled edge that makes boot application
easier. Not intended to be used on the Easyboot. One pair required per boot.
Sold per pair.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f/g.

h.

l.

m.

n/o.

p.

q.

r.

s.

t.

u.

v.w.

#SB-TAPER

r. Easyboot Removable Cleat Cover (2005 and newer). Easyboots now

come with optional removable cleat covers. The cleat covers on the inside
of the Easyboot are designed to grip the hoof wall and help keep the boot in
place during riding or turnout conditions. Although these cleats help keep the
boot on, horse owners may not like the impressions they might put into the
hoof. The cleat cover comes standard on boots manufactured after January
2005. Using the cleat covers is optional, and their use is not recommended for
aggressive riding, with EasyFoam or without the Easyboot Gaiter. Sold per pair.

#SB-CLEATCOV

s. Easyboot Epic Permanent Cleat Cover (2005 and newer). The Easyboot
Epic cleat cover can be removed or replaced, but the front screw must be
removed and retightened for removal or replacement. Sold per pair.

#SB-CLEATPERM

t. Easyboot Buckle Lock Pin (2005 and newer). The new Easyboot

buckle pin is designed to lock down the front buckle of the Easyboot. These
pins come in very handy in rocky terrain. Comes in packages of 10.

#SB-BUCKLEPIN

u.Easyboot/Epic/Bare/Grip/Custom Screw Set -- includes a handy as-

sortment of screws, washers, rollers ,T-Nuts and rivets. Handy for all Easyboot
repairs

#SB-SCREWSET

v. Replacement Bare Front Clip Cover. (Replacement Kit) Replace a worn

or broken Easyboot Bare or Easyboot Custom Front Clip Cover. Please indicate
Easyboot Bare size (Pony-7). Sold individually.

#SB-EBBCLIP

w. Replacement Bare Bungee (Replacement Kit). Replace a worn or
broken Easyboot Bare Bungee. Please indicate Easyboot Bare or Easyboot
Custom size (Pony-7). Sold individually.

#SB-EBBUNGE

www.easycareinc.com
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Fitting

HOW TO GET THE CORRECT SIZE BOOT FOR YOUR HORSE:
1. Measure the width of the hoof across the bottom
at the widest point.
2. Measure the length of the hoof from the toe to the
buttress line of the heel. The buttress line is the
farthest weight bearing point of the heel.
3. Compare your measurement with the proper
size chart below.
4. Ideally, the width and length measurement will ﬁt
into the same hoof boot size. If the width and length
measurements indicate different hoof boot sizes,
select the larger hoof boot size. If the width and
length measurements are different by more than one
size, EasyCare hoof boots are not recommended.
Check your horse’s measurements, though, against
other boots in the EasyCare line. Another boot may ﬁt
your horse’s hoof shape better.
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Measuring for
Hoof Width

Measuring for
Hoof Length

Size

Width in inches

Length in inches

Size

Width in mm

Length in mm

Pony

3 3/16"-3 3/8"

3 3/8" - 3 5/8"

Pony

78-85mm

85-92mm

000

3 3/8" - 3 13/16"

3 5/8" 4 3/16"

000

86-97mm

93-105mm

00

3 13/16" - 4 3/8"

4 3/16" - 4 5/8"

00

98-110mm

106-117mm

0

4 3/8" - 4 9/16"

4 5/8" - 4 15/16"

0

111-116mm

118-124mm

1

4 9/16" - 4 7/8"

4 15/16" - 5 1/8"

1

117-123mm

125-130mm

2

4 7/8" - 5 1/8"

5 1/8" - 5 9/16"

2

124-130mm

131-140mm

3

5 1/8" - 5 1/2"

5 9/16" - 5 15/16"

3

131-139mm

141-150mm

4

5 1/2" - 5 15/16"

5 15/16" - 6 7/16"

4

140-150mm

151-163mm

5

5 15/16" - 6 7/16"

6 7/16" - 6 7/8"

5

151-163mm

164-174mm

6

6 7/16" - 6 7/8"

6 7/8" - 7 7/16"

6

164-175mm

175-188mm

7

6 7/8" - 7 9/16"

7 7/16" - 7 3/4"

7

176-192mm

189-195mm

www.easycareinc.com

Easyboot Application
1.

1. PUTTING ON THE EASYBOOT
Untie the 3/4” nylon webbing pull-strap that is tied around the
heelstrap. Loop it around the heelstrap so that it is easily removed
once the boot is applied. Pick up the horse’s leg and support it
between your knees (as if you were picking the hoof) so that you
can use two hands when applying the boot. Place the boot over
the horse’s toe and using a slight back and forth twisting motion,
slide the boot on the rest of the way.

1b.

2. USING THE PULL-STRAP
After the boot is on as far as it will go, use the nylon pull-strap
(one included with each boot) for leverage to pull the boot the
rest of the way on, as well as to pull the inside heelstrap out from
under the sole of the hoof. Make sure the heelstrap is not pulled
into the soft area of the heel bulbs. If you are applying the boot
over steel shoes, make sure that the heelstrap is above the back
of the shoe.
3. SETTING THE HEEL
Put the foot down on the ground and allow the horse to put
weight into it. From this position, you may have better leverage
with the pull-strap. Remove the pull-strap after the boot has been
successfully applied.
4. LOCKING THE CABLE AND BUCKLE
After the boot is on, the inside heelstrap is in the correct position
and the Gaiter is fastened, put the horse’s foot down and set the
cable in the tightest position possible. Clamp the buckle down
either (a) using the palm of your hand or (b) using your foot. When
tight and closed correctly, the buckle should be difﬁcult to open
without the aid of a screwdriver or hoof pick. Although the buckle
has three adjustments, additional cable tightness can be achieved
with different cable wraps (see diagrams). Make sure to unclamp
the buckle before adjusting cable.

2.

3.

8. 4b.

4a.
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9.
Cable Settings
a.

b.

c.

d.

No!

5.

a. Standard cable: This is the normal position of the cable at the top of the buckle
b. Loose cable wrap: If more slack is needed, adjust the cable into this position.
c. Tight cable wrap: If the cable needs to be tightened, position the cable in this
loop formation, around the top of the buckle.
d. Incorrect cable wrap: Wrapping the cable in this way will result in frayed or
broken wires. The buckle will also be more likely to pop up during use. Do NOT
wrap the cable around the buckle clamp.
5. INSERT THE EASYBOOT BUCKLE PIN
The Easyboot Buckle Pin can now be added to lock the buckle into place. The Easyboot
Buckle Pin is recommended for rocky trails, endurance events or on horses that have a
tendency to open the front Easyboot buckle.

7a.

6. A PROPERLY APPLIED EASYBOOT
The heelstrap is designed to ﬁt snugly, low around the quarters, below the hairline,
and below the heel bulbs. If the horse has a very low heel, make sure the strap is not
pulled out of its position, or in any way allowed to abrade a low heel. Horses with low
heels may require the inside strap to be cut down a notch or two to avoid chaﬁng near
the heel bulbs. Do not use the boot if any portion of the plastic is above the hairline or
touching sensitive skin.

7a.

For ﬂexibility in cold weather, keep the Easyboot in a heated room or soak in hot water
before ﬁtting on hoof.

7b.

Normal use of Easyboot implies removal when not required. It is NOT recommended
that the Easyboots be left on the hoof for more than 24 hours. If it is necessary to
leave them on for a week or longer (please consult your vet or hoof care specialist),
treat the hoof before putting on an Easyboot. An application of antiseptic hoof
dressing, “Clorox,” or “Koppertox” around the frog is insurance against bacterial or
thrush buildup.
7. REMOVING THE EASYBOOT
The easiest way to remove a properly ﬁtted Easyboot is to use a ﬂat-head screwdriver.
(a) Open the buckle with the screwdriver or hoofpick. (b) Next, place the screwdriver
inside the boot, between the boot and the hoof at the quarter. Wedge the screwdriver
under the hoof to pry the boot off. You may have to work both sides of the boot
for easier removal. If the boot is ﬁtted over steel shoes, you will have to work the
heelstrap over the back of the shoe for removal.
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8. ADJUSTING THE HEELSTRAP
a. The width and length of the hoof determines the correct size Easyboot, but the
length of the heelstrap can also be a factor. If the heelstrap in a properly sized boot
is too long for your horse’s hoof conformation, it can be replaced with a smaller
heelstrap—just remove the strap and side clips with a screwdriver, and replace
with the new strap available from EasyCare. Make sure to preserve the position of
the cable and roller when re-attaching the heelstrap.
b. Adjusting the heelstrap (Pre-2005 Easyboots Only): The length of the heelstrap
can be adjusted by unscrewing the screws on either or both sides of the boot and
refastening them into the next set of holes in the heelstrap.
9. ADJUSTING THE SIDE PLATES
The points or “teeth” on the side plates provide a positive grip to the hoof wall. A
less aggressive grip can be obtained by attaching the optional side clip cover. When
exposed, the points may mark the hoof wall, but will not hurt the hoof. All boots
come with side clip covers installed, but the most secure ﬁt will always be obtained
by removing these covers.

Epic & Grip Application
1. PUTTING ON THE EASYBOOT EPIC
Untie the 3/4” nylon webbing pull-strap that is tied around the heelstrap. Loop it
around the heelstrap so that it is easily removed once the boot is applied. Fold
the gaiter over the back of the boot before ﬁtting the boot over the toe. Pick up
the horse’s leg and support it between your knees (as if you were picking the hoof)
so that you can use two hands when applying the boot. Place the boot over the
horse’s toe and using a slight back and forth twisting motion, slide the boot on the
rest of the way keeping the Gaiter from bunching into the boot.
2. USING THE PULL-STRAP
After the boot is on as far as it will go, use the nylon pull-strap (one included with
each boot) for leverage to pull the boot the rest of the way on, as well as to pull
the inside heelstrap out from under the sole of the hoof. Make sure the heelstrap
is not pulled into the soft area of the heel bulbs. If you are applying the boot over
steel shoes, make sure that the heelstrap is above the back of the shoe.

1.

1b.

3. SETTING THE HEEL
Put the foot down on the ground and allow the horse to put weight into it. From
this position, you may have better leverage with the pull-strap. Remove the pullstrap after the boot has been successfully applied.

2.
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4. FASTENING THE EASYBOOT GAITER
Pull the top of the Gaiter tight around the pastern. Fasten the hook and
loop straps. The tighter the ﬁt, the better the boot will perform. When
ﬁtted tightly, the gaiter makes it nearly impossible for the horse’s heel
to come out of the boot and eliminates rubbing.
a.

b.

c.

4.
Due to their great deal of elasticity, gaiter straps cannot be over
tightened. Overlap the Velcro as much as needed to ensure a tight ﬁt.
This overlapping does not compromise the integrity of the gaiter. When
properly tightened, it should be difﬁcult to ﬁt a ﬁnger between the
pastern and the top of the gaiter.

4.

5. LOCKING THE CABLE AND BUCKLE
After the boot is on, the inside heelstrap is in the correct position and
the Gaiter is fastened, put the horse’s foot down and set the cable in the
tightest position possible. Clamp the buckle down either (a) using the
palm of your hand or (b) using your foot. When tight and closed correctly,
the buckle should be difﬁcult to open without the aid of a screwdriver or
hoof pick. Although the buckle has three adjustments, additional cable
tightness can be achieved with different cable wraps (see diagrams).
Make sure to unclamp the buckle before adjusting cable.

a.

b.

c.

d.

No!

6.

a. Standard cable: This is the normal position of the cable at the top of
. the buckle
b. Loose cable wrap: If more slack is needed, adjust the cable into this
position.
c. Tight cable wrap: If the cable needs to be tightened, position the
cable in this loop formation, around the top of the buckle.
d. Incorrect cable wrap: Wrapping the cable in this way will result in
frayed or broken wires. The buckle will also be more likely to pop up
during use. Do NOT wrap the cable around the buckle clamp.
16
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6. INSERT THE EASYBOOT BUCKLE PIN
The Easyboot Buckle Pin can now be added to lock the buckle into place.
The Easyboot Buckle Pin is recommended for rocky trails, endurance
events or on horses that have a tendency to open the front
Easyboot buckle.
7. A PROPERLY APPLIED EASYBOOT EPIC
The heelstrap is designed to ﬁt snugly, low around the quarters, below
the hairline, and below the heel bulbs. If the horse has a very low heel,
make sure the strap is not pulled out of its position, or in any way
allowed to abrade a low heel. Horses with low heels may require the
heelstrap to be cut down a notch or two to avoid chaﬁng near the heel
bulbs. Do not use the boot if any portion of the heelstrap is above the
hairline or touching sensitive skin.
IMPORTANT: The Easyboot Epic should ﬁt tight around the hoof and
the Gaiter snugly around the pastern. The Easyboot Epics should require
effort to put on. After you ﬁt the Easyboot Epic and the horse has had
a chance to move around, make sure the Easyboot Epics are still ﬁtted
squarely and securely on the hoof. Make sure the Easyboot Epic has
not twisted to the side. If the Easyboot Epic has twisted to the side it
is either too large or needs to be tightened. Discontinue use if the boot
continues to twist. Boots that twist can cause damage to the hoof wall.

7.

8a.

For ﬂexibility in cold weather, keep the Easyboot Epic in a heated room
or soak in hot water before ﬁtting on hoof.
Normal use of Easyboot Epics implies removal when not required. It is
NOT recommended that the Epic be left on the hoof for more than
24 hours.
8. REMOVING THE EASYBOOT EPIC OR GRIP
The easiest way to remove a properly ﬁtted Easyboot is to use a ﬂat-head
screwdriver. (a) Open the buckle with the screwdriver or hoofpick and
unhook the Gaiter straps. (b) Next, place the screwdriver inside the boot,
between the boot and the hoof at the quarter. Wedge the screwdriver
under the hoof to pry the boot off. You may have to work both sides of
the boot for easier removal. If the boot is ﬁtted over steel shoes, you will
have to work the heelstrap over the back of the shoe for removal.
www.easycareinc.com

8a.

8b.
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Easyboot Bare Application

1a.

1b.

1. PUTTING THE BOOT ON
Fold the gaiter back before ﬁtting the boot over the toe. Pick
up the horse’s leg and support the cannon bone between your
knees (as if you were picking the hoof) so that you can use
two hands when applying the boot. Using technique rather
than strength, place the boot over the horse’s toe and using a
slight back and forth twisting motion slide the boot on the rest
of the way. You can also put the foot down on the ground and
allow the horse to put weight into it. Don’t use the gaiter to
pull the boot on. If you are having trouble please refer to the
ﬁtting video found at www.easycareinc.com.
2. FASTENING THE EASYBOOT BARE GAITER
Pull the top of the Gaiter tight around the pastern. Fasten the
hook and loop straps. The tighter the ﬁt, the better the boot
will perform. When ﬁtted tightly, the gaiter makes it nearly
impossible for the horse’s heel to come out of the boot and
eliminates rubbing.
a.

b.

c.

1c.
Due to their great deal of elasticity, gaiter straps cannot be
over tightened. Overlap the Velcro as much as needed to ensure
a tight ﬁt. This overlapping does not compromise the integrity
of the gaiter. When properly tightened, it should be difﬁcult to
ﬁt a ﬁnger between the pastern and the top of the gaiter.

2.
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3. ADJUSTING THE EASYBOOT BARE BUNGEE SYSTEM
The bungee system is designed to be adjusted before the boot
is applied to the hoof. You want the bungee in the tightest
position that will still allow you to apply the boot. Start on the
middle setting (they come standard in this conﬁguration) and
if they are too difﬁcult to apply loosen them. If they go on too
easily or are not ﬁtting snug enough, then tighten to the tightest
setting. After applying the Easyboot Bare for the ﬁrst time, try
to slide the handle of a hoof pick or the end of a ﬂat screwdriver
between the hoof and the front of the boot. If you can slide a
ﬂat screwdriver between the hoof and the front of the boot, the
boot needs to be tightened. Remove the boot and adjust the
bungee on both sides of the boot to the next notch. Continue
this process until you can no longer slide a ﬂat screwdriver
between the hoof and the front of the boot.
HOW TO ADJUST THE BUNGEE:
(a) Loosen the screw, keeping the screw and the washer
attached through the gaiter hole. (b) Maneuver the end of the
screw into the next hole in the metal bungee bracket. (c) Use
the screw as a lever to align the gaiter, metal bungee, holes in
the boot, and pull everything together. (d) Tighten the screw in
the new position.
4. REMOVING EASYBOOT BARE
The easiest way to remove a properly ﬁtted Easyboot Bare is
to use a ﬂat head screwdriver. (a) Unhook the Gaiter straps. (b)
Next, place the screwdriver inside the boot, between the boot
and the hoof at the quarter. Wedge the screwdriver under the
hoof to pry the boot off. You may have to work both sides of the
boot for easier removal. If the boot is ﬁtted over steel shoes,
you will have to work the heelstrap over the back of the shoe
for removal.
www.easycareinc.com

3.

3a.
3.

3b.

4b.
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Tips for a Better Fit
If all horses were the same it would be so simple....but they aren’t, so we
learn from each other and help each other ﬁnd solutions to ﬁtting boots on
horses that are more difﬁcult to ﬁt.

1.

1. Vet wrap or duct tape will keep the metal teeth in an Easyboot from
gripping onto the hoof wall and can actually hold the boot on better.
2. The use of our Comfort Pads and/or cutting the top edge of an
Easyboot, Epic, Grip, or Bare down can keep a boot from rubbing on the
coronet band of low heeled horses.

4.

3. Putting a smaller backstrap into an Easyboot, Epic, Grip, or Bare
can shorten the length of the boot. (do not shorten more than one size
though)
4. Remove the cable through the center grooves to allow more cable
slack when putting your boots on and taking them off.
GAITER TRAINING TIP
a. If you train your gaiter ahead of time by wetting it down and allowing
it to dry folded back all of the way it will help the boot to go on a lot
easier.

a.

a.

b. Once the gaiter dries like this, it will be a lot easier to get on. After a
couple of uses the gaiters get more ﬂexible and the boots slip on and
off with little effort.
CHECK YOUR SCREWS!
Be sure and check all of the screws on your boots. When you get your
new boot make sure all of the screws are good and tight and remember to
periodically check them after using them. It never hurts to pay attention
to little details like this. You don’t want anybody to accuse you of having
a screw loose!

EASYCARE EDUCATIONAL VIDEOS

b.
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Check out our educational videos and learn how to make adjustments and
repair your boots. We have a wide selection of instructional videos so be
sure to take a look if you have a boot that needs a repair and want to see
if you can do it yourself. You can ﬁnd our videos at www.easycareinc.com

www.easycareinc.com

Easycareinc.com
EasyCare has made huge improvements to our website. Check
out the new site and see what the buzz is about. Here are a few
links to the new features on the EasyCare website.
1. Find a dealer in your area
http://www.easycareinc.com/Search/Dealer.aspx
2. Find a Hoof Care Professional
http://www.easycareinc.com/Search/Practitioner.aspx
3. Get expert hoof boot ﬁtting advice and the inside scoop
from our blogs
http://www.easycareblogs.com
4. Read the latest in hoof boot and hoof care articles
http://www.easycareinc.com/education/articles.aspx
5. Check out our instructional videos
http://www.easycareinc.com/education/videos.aspx
6. Subscribe to our free monthly e-newsletter
http://www.easycareinc.com/NewsRoom/Archives.aspx
7. Download product brochures, manuals and instructions
http://www.easycareinc.com/education/downloads.aspx
8. Check out our contests and promotions
http://www.easycareinc.com/Cool_Stuff/promotions.aspx

9. Read our press releases for breaking news
http://www.easycareinc.com/NewsRoom/Media.aspx
10. Design your own Easyboot Custom
http://www.easycareinc.com/custom.aspx
11. Get discount prices at our Bargain Bin
http://www.easycareinc.com/externallink.asp?C=XBAR
10. Trade in boots at the Hoof Boot Upgrade Program
http://www.easycareinc.com/Cool_Stuff/Upgrades.aspx
We continue to strive for the best products on the market with
you and your horse in mind. We hope you enjoy our product
selection and website improvements. Thank you for your
continued support and patronage.
The Fine Print:
EasyCare Inc. hereby disclaims responsibility for the misuse of any products
described in this brochure and web site and/or losses incurred through the
use of products by any method other than that which is outlined in this
catalog or web site or EasyCare’s product packaging. All products should
be used in accordance with the instructions printed on the product’s label.
EasyCare Inc products are not intended to treat, cure or diagnose any
medical condition.

www.easycareinc.com
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EasyCare, Inc. Warranty
EasyCare, Inc. offers a 90 day (from date of purchase)
repair or replacement guarantee on quality and workmanship for all merchandise manufactured under the EasyCare
or Old Mac’s label. Please return the Guarantee Registration Card, or keep your original proof of purchase documents during the warranty period. While this guarantee
is generally very broad in nature, it does not cover normal
wear, misuse or abuse. Products returned for evaluation
must be washed clean and free of debris, dirt, sand and
manure. Failure to return clean product will result in
product (s) being shipped back at sender’s expense or a
$10.00 cleaning fee will be assessed. Damage inﬂicted
by omnivorous horses, rodents or other unusual abuse is
not covered. Returns must be authorized before sending
and must be returned with an RMA number. Contact us at
800-447-8836 to receive an RMA number.
If you have purchased a Horse Boot product, and your boot
fails during warranty, it is generally a minor hardware issue. Please bear in mind, that most components of any of
our horse boots are either replaceable or repairable. This
includes wire laces, cables, buckles, gears, rollers, screws
and straps. Many repairs can be easily accomplished
with simple household tools. Depending on the individual
circumstances, EasyCare will either provide the repair
parts for your use, or ask that you return the boots to
us for evaluation. We will then repair or replace at our
discretion.
Speciﬁcally:
1. Returns for credit only (refund of purchase price only):
Products must be in new, unused condition, free of dirt
and wear marks. It is your responsibility to evaluate
the ﬁt of your new product in a manner where you may
return it in new condition if you have doubts about the
ﬁt. Be certain that you know the return policy of product
purchased from dealers other than direct from EasyCare
(the manufacturer). EasyCare will not give credit for
product purchased elsewhere. Return to point of purchase in that circumstance. Also, all brochures, inserts
and/or free gifts must accompany returned items.
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Online Warranty Registration:
www.easycareinc.com/warranty_reg.aspx
2. Exchanges of new product (size or color issue): EasyCare
will only exchange NEW items with same product style
and model for same product when requested with NEW
items only. You may exchange for a different size or
color exchange only, no exceptions. If you wish to have
a different style of horse boot, etc., you must return new
item for refund (original point of purchase) and then
purchase new choice.
3. Warranty failure (used product that is within 90 days of
purchase): Contact us at 800-447-8836. EasyCare will
either provide repair parts directly to you, or repair/replace after our evaluation. Items must be returned to
EasyCare at the consumers cost with original receipt.
EasyCare will return the items via ground service (UPS
or FEDX) free of charge. Requests for faster shipping
service will be at the expense of the consumer.
4. Not under warranty (over 90 days or no proof of
purchase): Repair parts may be purchased from your
local dealer or EasyCare, or product may be returned for
evaluation and possible repair (parts, labor and freight
charges will apply).
5. Call for RMA number (under warranty or not): Returns
must be authorized before sending and must be returned with an RMA number clearly written on outside
of packaging. Contact us at 800-447-8836 to receive an
RMA number. Returns will be refused without an RMA
number on outside of package.
6. Freight charges (outside warranty period): Freight
charges to and from EasyCare for repairs, exchanges
and items outside the warranty period will be the
purchaser’s responsibility.
7. EasyCare staff is always willing to discuss any speciﬁc
issues you may have regarding the performance of your
EasyCare or Old Mac’s products. Please contact us at
800-447-8836 or email to admin@easycareinc.com. Visit
our website www.easycareinc.com for tips and product
information that will help with the use of any of our
product line.

A Product of EasyCare, Inc. | 2300 E. Vistoso Commerce Loop Rd. | Tucson, AZ 85755
800.447.8836 | 520.297.1900 | www.easycareinc.com

Easyboot

Epic

Bare

Grip

Other ____________________________________________

Other _____________________________________________________________________

Signature ___________________________________________________ Date _____________________________________________

I have read and understand the EasyCare Horse Boot Guarantee information.

Would you like to subscribe to the monthly EasyCare E-Newsletter? We respect the privacy of our customers. Yes No

Why did you switch from that product to an EasyCare, Inc. product? _____________________________________________________________

What product were you using before purchasing EasyCare, Inc. products for the first time? ____________________________________________

Referral

Farrier or Hoofcare Practitioner

Internet

Magazine

Tack dealer

How did you ﬁrst become acquainted with EasyCare, Inc. products?

Is this the ﬁrst time you have purchased an EasyCare, Inc. product? Yes No

Do you compete? Yes No If yes, in what events ___________________________________________________________

Phone_______________________ How many horses do you own? _______What breed(s)? ______________________________

City_________________________ State ______ Zip _______________Country ____________________________________

Email Address _________________________________________________________________________________________

Shipping Address _______________________________________________________________________________________

Name _______________________________________________________________________________________________

Place of Purchase: ____________________________________________ Date of Purchase:_______________________________________

Product Purchased (circle one) & Quantity:

>> Submit your warranty registration online at: www.easycareinc.com/warranty_reg.aspx

HORSE BOOT GUARANTEE | REGISTRATION CARD

Please note: Retain�
All information provided to EasyCare, Inc. will be kept private and conﬁdential.

